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Millions of people throughout the world have read Anne Frank's unforgettable diary. But most

readers don't know much about Anne's life before she went into hiding. This remarkable biography,

written especially for young readers, chronicles Anne's life from her earliest days. The book includes

remembrances from Anne's family and friends and features rare photos of Anne from infancy to

adolescence. A powerful, moving tribute to an ordinary girl whose life has inspired milions.
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This is a great book for kids who are a little young for the actual story written by Anne Frank herself.

My daughter is nine and she really liked it. Although it is faithful to the true story it avoids some of

the heartwrenching detail that children in the 8-11 age group may not be ready for. We purchased it

because my daughter had to read a book about a person who really lived for her reading log. I

would have no hesitation in recommending this book.

In this fantastic book, you learn everything about Anne Frank! There are pages with photographs,

even a chart with pictures of her from 1935 to 1942! You could see how much she grew up,too.

They show a picture of her as a toddler and an infant.In this book, your emotions change from

happy to sad during her life

The book was exactly what I needed. As a teacher of 5th Grade I wanted my class to learn about



Anne Frank without making it a chore. Thank you.

I am 10 years old and I read this book and I am glad my mom ordered this book for me!

received notification that book was sent on 1-6-12 would arrive between 1-16- and 1-26 no book

ever arrived sent message to international books who did end up refunding my money on 2-1-12

verry disappointed as the book was suppose to be for my daughtters book report will never use

them again
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